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Mr. Janes M. Allan
Acting Regional Mministrator, Region 1
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Ccmnission Regional Office
631 Park Avenue
King of Prussia, PA. 19406

Peference: Previsional License DPR-21
Docket No. 50-245
Reportable Occs w RO 83-13/3L

1
Dear Mr. Allan:

This letter forwards the Licensee Event Report for Reportable Occurrence
RO 83-13/3L required to be subnitted within thirty days pursuant to the
requirments of the Millstone Unit 1 Technical Specifications, Section
6.9.1.9.b. An additional three copies of the report are enclosed.

Yours truly,

NORTHEAST NUCLEAR ENERGY C04PANY

kf6 '
-

F. J. Mroczka
Station Superintendent

Millstone Nuclear Power Station
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Attachment: LER RO 83-13/3L

cc: Director, Office of Inspection and Enforcement, Washington, D. C. (30)
Director, Office of Managenent Information and Program Control,
We2hington, D. C. (3)
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Cannission, c/o Document Managment Branch,
Washington, D. C. 20555
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ATTACHMENf 'ID LER 83-13/3L -
NORMEAST NUCLEAR ENEFGY CmPANY

,

MTimIME NUCLEAR POWER STATIN - UNIT 1
PROVISICEAL LICENSE NO. DPR-21

DOCKET NUMBER 50-245

-IDENTIFICATICN T 00CURRENCE

conditions leading to operation in a degraded mode permitted by a limiting
condition for operation occurred when the FWCI (feed water coolant injection)
subsysten was inoperable.

CX10ITICNS' PRIOR 'ID OCCURRENCE

Prior to occurrence the unit was decreasing power frm 2 percent of rated _with
reactor pressure and tenperature'at 560 psig and 480*F.respectively.

DESCRIPTION T' 00CURRENCE

On March 24,1983, _ at 2205 hours, while controlling reactor -vesel . level' on the
10 percent bypass valve (with the feedwater regulating valve controller in the

~

autcmatic position and the. blocking valves closed), a-high flow condition
- resulted when the blocking valve was ' opened'in an atterpt to maintain reactor
'. vessel level. 'Ihis caused the reactor feed punp and booster punp to trip on low-

suction pressure. Repeated attenpts to restart both punps failed. -

Because the same conditions would have existed during EwCI initiation, the EwCI
subsystan would not have been available to perform its intended function.
Technical Specifications 3.5.C.1 requires the ENCI: subsystem to be operable -
whenever reactor pressure is greater than 90 psig and irradiated fuel is in the'
reactor vessel.< '

APPARENT CAUSE T OCCURRENCE

- A cmbination of high feedwater. flow (through the full open feedwater regulating
valve' and f*== minimtzn recirculation flow valves), and high differential
. pressure across the_ condensate denineralizers, - (two in service), caused the low
feedwater' and booster punp suction pressures' and .resulting punp trips.

ANALYSIS T 00CURRENCE

Ioss of the ENCI subsystem did not result in a corxlition that had not been
. previously analyzed.. := All other emergency core cooling systems were-available
and would have initiated the required' action. Additionally, plant. conditions'
that-could cause the above. situation only exists for a limited time during.
-start-up and shutdown.- 'Iherefore, the' probability of the above occurrence is
very law.-
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Attachment Page 2

ATDCHMENT 'IO LER 83-13/3L
NORTHEAST NUCLEAR M ERGY CCMPANY

MTT.TRrCNE NUCLEAR POWER STATICN - UNIT 1
PROVISIONAL LICENSE NO.-DPR-21

DOCKET NUMBER 50-245 -

CORRECTIVE ACTICN -

Operational testing was conducted on the EwCI subsystem to' detennine the system
lineup required to maintain sufficient flw without causing a low pump suction
pressure. Plant. operating procedures were revised to reflect the test config-
uration that ensured EwCI operability at all plant conditions.
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